Cloud Failover Appliance
Cloud Failover Appliance (CFA) is an enterprise-grade disaster
recovery solution that recovers systems and applications in
minutes - without all the hardware and complexity.
With CFA you can:
• Increase uptime
• Reduce hardware costs
• Protect your physical and virtual environments
CFA delivers the peace of mind that comes with knowing your
business isn’t just safe and secure, but always available.

What makes CFA different?
CFA takes the best features found in multi-million dollar enterprise solutions and makes them aﬀordable for any
company. Combining the power of the cloud with intelligent software is how CFA erases expensive hardware and
complex steps from the DR equation to deliver rapid failover.
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PUSH BUTTON
FAILOVER

How it Works
CFA is a thin cloud-edge device that caches and stores your most critical data on-site and archives the rest in the cloud –
along with a copy of your on-site data. Self-service failover functionality is activated with a push button and the
intelligent software and the cloud does the rest.
Bring your business back to life in minutes with less hardware, complexity and training costs. CFA is delivered as a virtual
or physical appliance and includes all of the enterprise bells and whistles you’d expect: WAN acceleration, data
deduplication, and military-grade encryption.
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Think you can’t have local and cloud recovery in one solution?
With CFA, you can have both. You can failover a single virtual
machine (VM), applications and servers - locally or in the cloud
in minutes. CFA cracks the disaster recovery cost barrier and
provides easy and fast recovery of systems and data.

When others say get more hardware, CFA says get more cloud.
CFA understands not all data needs expensive local storage and
intelligently spills data into the cloud based on rules you set, so
you don’t have to scale DR with additional hardware.

• Maximize every storage hardware dollar spent
• Lower storage hardware provisioning costs
• Eliminate forklift upgrades

Complimenting Infrascale’s powerful failover capabilities, is its
ability to ﬁt into any environment and meet any deployment
requirement.

• Deploy in Physical and Virtual
• Protect any OS and Device
• Store in Any Cloud
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Transform Your Businesses
Without Disrupting It
Complimenting rapid failover is CFA’s ability to ﬁt into any environment and meet any deployment requirement.

WICKEDLY FAST TO MEET
RPO/RTO OBJECTIVES

YOURS, OURS OR ANY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Worried about cloud performance? CFA comes with unique
WAN acceleration technology that moves data to and from the
cloud so you can boot multiple VMs concurrently delivering
wickedly fast cloud failover for increased uptime, fast recovery
and reduced network costs.

CFA integrates easily with a range of remote monitoring
and management (RMM) systems meaning fewer tools.
CFA displays and manages information from all your
mobile devices, desktops, and laptops, physical and
virtual servers in a single web-based dashboard.

PROTECT EVERYTHING

WORKS IN ANY CLOUD

Tired of managing disparate DR, backup, and archive
solutions? We get it which is why CFA provides full
recovery, backup, and archiving for any device, server, and
OS including:

Our cloud, your cloud or any cloud, with CFA there is
freedom of cloud choice – no vendor lock in of your data.
Seamlessly integrate with your existing backup and cloud
investments and improve your time to deploy from days
to minutes. Our cloud provides data sovereignty with 12
data centers worldwide.

•
•
•
•

Physical and virtual servers (with agent-less backup and DR)
VMware and Hyper-V ready
Desktops, laptops, and mobile devices
100 + OS types and versions (Windows, Mac, Linux, etc)
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Eliminating The Big Worries:
Availability and Costs
As an enterprise-grade solution, CFA delivers secure failover every business can aﬀord – all in one solution without all the
hardware and complexity costs.
With CFA’s unique capabilities, you no longer have to fear whether you can keep operating your business when servers
fail or a disaster strikes. You receive cloud-scale aﬀordability and enterprise-grade uptime far beyond anything aﬀordable
with an on-premise approach.

Open
$ Affordable

About Infrascale
Infrascale is a provider of the most powerful disaster recovery solution in the world. Founded in 2006, the company aims to give every
company the ability to recover from a disaster - quickly, easily and aﬀordably. Combining intelligent software with the power of the cloud
is how Infrascale cracks the disaster recovery cost barrier without complex, expensive hardware enabling any company to restore
operations in minutes with a push of a button. Infrascale equips businesses with the conﬁdence to handle the unexpected by providing
less downtime, greater security, and always-on availability.

Each year, Gartner identiﬁes new Cool Vendors in key technology areas and publishes a series of research reports highlighting these
innovative vendors and their products and services. Infrascale has been designated as a Cool Vendor for Business Continuity and Disaster
Recovery for 2015.
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